INTRODUCTION
Recently, exploration missions on planetary or moon surface by using robotic rovers have attracted great deal of attention, because rovers could pick scientific infomation up directly from the surface [I] . Since we have to know where the information is collected, and to begin with, the rovers have to reach a destination, the rovers must know their position on the surface. Some methods to identify the position have been developed in the filed of mobile robots on the earth, e.g., GPS (Global Positioning System) , map based localization, landmarks based localization, dead reckoning [SI, etc. No methods are good enough for using on the moon or the other planets, because of the following reasons. GPS is not available because it needs at least foUr satellites in orbit. Detailed maps are not usually measured beforehand, therefore, map based localization cannot be used. In order to use landmarks based localization, we have to deploy plenty of landmarks on the surface of the moon or the other planets. Dead reckoning is not accurate enough when a robot -moves for a long range, because of accumulating the integration errors [2-4]. This paper probses a localization method to estimate the position and azimuth of a lunar rover. In the method, precise positioning information is obtained by a sensor fusion technique that is an integration of the absolute position and the relative position [SI. The proposed method is called "Localization in combination with Absolute and Relative positions (LAR)". The absolute position is calculated by observing the sun and the earth [6-81, and the relative position is measured by the dead reckoning. The effectiveness of LAR is confirmed by some numetical simulations. 
THE SW AND EARTH OBSERVATION

A. Coordinates Systems
In order to calculate the absolute position of the rover on the moon by observing the sun and the earth, the following four coordinates systems are used for.
CSI. Equatorial coordinates system at center ofthe earth CS3. The moon fixed coordinates system Z-axis: north pole of moon X-axis: meridian of the mwn Y-axis: right-hand system of x-z Origin: the mwn This coordinates system is changed into the coordinate which take the m w n rotation into account from the inertia space fixed coordinates system CS2.
CS4. Horizontal coordinates system ofthe moon Z-axis: zenith X-axis: south Y-axis: east Origin: center of the rover This is the horizontal coordinates system which the rover uses on the moon, though the coordinates systems of CSI -CS3 are based on the celestial bodies.
The values directly observed by the sun and the earth sensors are described by direction cosine. But, CS4 is rectangular coordinate system. Thus, CS4 is redefined as the direction cosine indication. The altitudes of the sun and the earth are defined as h, and h, , and their azimuths are represented by A= and A:*. Then, the positions of the sun and the earth are described as follows:
[ The rover finds its absolute position on the moon by observing the sun and the earth. Here the rover is supposed to have inclinometers and a precise time clock. The rover is also supposed to have moon orbital information.
Altitudes of the sun and the earth are obtained from a sun sensor and an earth sensor on the rover, respectively. Two of three attitude angles of the rover, roll and pitch, are obtained by inclinometers. On the other hand, the yaw angle of the rover cannot be directly measured because, a magnetic sensor is not available on the mwn. Therefore, not only the position but also the yaw angle must be estimated by using the other angles, altitudes and azimuths of the sun and the earth.
Where 1 and #represent longitude and latitude of the moon. A,, represents the azimuth of the rover. By redefining A, and A_ as A, =A;, +A, and A, =A;, +A, respectively, equation (3) and ( 
C. Simulation Study
The position of a rover (A, (,A:~) is estimated from the observed value .", which contains a measurement error by a sun sensor and an Earth sensor. The pattern of the measurement error is supposed to be normal distribution, therefore, some of errors as follows are added to the observed value. In this simulation, position is supposed to be in a central hill of the crater "Anstarchus", where a candidate in the future mcmn missions. The results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . The position estimation is saturated when the observation of about 300 times. The estimated error is 500 meters or less.
The position of less than 300 meters can be estimated with 600 times of observations. Furthermore, azimuth is estimated with accuracy of approximately 0.01'. Next, relative position estimation from. m to m + I is camed out by dead reckoning at all times, the estimated movement is represented as d , . Existence probability after the movement d, is supposed to be a normal distribution with dispersion nd as: 
where e) represents probability. Existence probability s,(~) of the point m is updated by being multiplied the weight w;(x) as:
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where C is a coefficient for regularization. Atter that, weight is defined as: 
B. Simulation Study I (investigation ofstatistical wlidir).)
To investigate the effectiveness of LAR, a numerical simulation is performed. Parameters in this simulation are set as follows.
True position interval;
The accuracy of the sun &the earth observation;
The accuracy of dead reckoning:
10% of movement distance 300,600,900,1200,1500,1800 [m] 150 [nz] ( 3 u ) 30,60,90,120,150,180 [ml ( 3 0 ) The normal distribution errors were added to the observation values.
Monte Carlo simulation (300 times) was performed in order to confirm the statistical validity of an estimated value. The backward propagation result is shown in Fig. 6 , the forward propagation result is shown in Fig. 7 . Then Fig. 7 show that the error of estimated value is saturated within five times of updates. Then, LAR can estimate the positions twice as precise as only the sun and earth observation. Fig. 8 shows that an older measurement value has more number of times of updating with back propagation, and a newer measurement value has more number of times of updating with forward propagation. There are shown that estimation accuracy is improved as backward propagation and forward propagation are carried out. -,e , 
C. Simulation Study 2 (comparison with E K F )
LAR can improve an accuracy of position estimation by integrating two or more sensor information. It is similar to EKF's approach. EKF is a well-known sensor fkion technique, and its validity has been shown in robotistic field [9] . In this section, in order to compare LAR with EKF, a simulation which is supposed on long-distance moving on the moon was carried out.
Assumptions of simulation
Since supposed mission term on the moon is limited for two weeks because of length of daytime of the moon, and a rover on the moon has to run for a few kilometers, following assumptions are considered.
The running speed of the rover should be extremely slow (approx. 0.1 [ d s ] ) because of its energy consumption, the rover is supposed to keep running for 300 hours in one time.
(2) The rover cannot measure its absolute position frequently. In order to measure its absolute position accurately by the sun and earth observation, the rover must stop while the measurement is carried out. Therefore, the condition that the rover acquires an absolute position is set as one time for every 3 hours.
(3) Velocity of the rover is estimated by wheel encoders, and relative azimuth is measured by rate gyros. The rover updates its estimated position by dead reckoning every 0.1 [SI.
In the following simulation, the normal distribution errors (I) The rover runs for hundreds of horn stably.
of the observed positions are supposed as follows. When the position estimation is carried out by LAR, number of updates (back and forward propagation) should be determined. As the results of the simulation in previous section, five times of updates should be enough. In the following simulation, foryard propagation is used.
In EKF, following models are used. To simplify the simulation, we suppose the rover goes straight at the rate of 0.1 [mis] for 300 hours.
The results of position estimation of both methods are shown in Fig. 9 . RMS erron of the estimated positions of both methods are shown in Fig. 10 . In the results of EKF, more than 80 times of measurements of absolute positions were required on the condition of the simulation. 80 times of measurements correspond to 80,000 [ml of traverse. Therefore, in order to saturate the estimation by EKF, at least 80,000 [m] of traverse is required. In this application, since relative and absolute positions are integrated, the relative positions have to be measured. In other words, if the rover stopped, the integration could not be carried out -the rover must move during the time for convergence.
Since the time of the lunar exploration is limited, the r o w cannot usethe time for converging the position estimation. As shown in section Ill, the algorithm of LAR doesn't need time for convergence. Therefore, LAR is incomparably better than EKF in this application. It should be noted that if the time to explore were unlimited, EKF could estimate the positions more precise than LAR.
RMS error of LAR is saturated within five times of updates, and after saturation, the estimated value is stable. The standard deviations of estimates by LAR and EKF were 38.83 [m] and 87.75 [m] respectively when the position estimation was saturated. As the result of the simulation, LAR can converge RMS aprox.15 times faster than EKF, and can estimate absolute positions two times as precise as those of EKF on the moon. CONCLUSIONS This paper presented a method to estimate absolute position of a lunar rover by using the sun sensor and the earth sensor. This paper also proposed an accurate localization scheme named "Localization in combination with Absolute and Relative position (LAR)", which is to integrate the sun and the earth observation and the dead reckoning. The effectiveness of LAR was confirmed by some numerical simulations.
Moreover, if certain absolute position sensor, e.g. GPS, was substituted for the sun and the earth sensor to estimate absolute position, we could use the method for mobile robots on the earth. 
